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}}TOP QUALITY
At Premium Floors, we combine our
expertise in flooring to create perfect
quality bamboo floors that give you a
lifetime of pleasure. When monitoring the
production process, we keep an eye on
the tolerances in each production step.
Our specifications ensure the usage of
the best quality raw materials and finishing
lacquer in the marketplace.

}}LEADING LACQUER
The boards are finished with 11 coats of hi-tech European
coating, ensuring it is as resistant as possible to the rough
and tumble of everyday life. ARC Bamboo offers a better
resistance to scratches than any other bamboo floor!

}}EASY INSTALLATION
Installing an ARC Bamboo floor is a breeze thanks
to the patented world-famous Uniclic® click system.
This system is highly user-friendly, quicker to install
and a lot more solid than other systems.

}}CLEAN IN A JIFFY
Our bamboo floor is incredibly easy to maintain, which means
worry-free cleaning for you. The floor’s surface is completely
sealed and thus bacteria and dirt have no opportunity to
penetrate the floor. They can simply be wiped off, leaving a clean,
hygienic surface.

}}WIDEST BOARDS
ARC Bamboo’s 14 mm solid
boards are a generous 1850
mm long and 137 mm
wide. The extra wide boards
allow for a modern look &
feel, as the natural patterns
are shown off to their best
advantage.
Just have a look at our
Australiana Bamboo: thanks
to the wide planks, the
natural variation almost
resembles the real look of
the popular timber species
Spotted Gum.

ARC CHAMPAGNE | ABWCHAM

ARC BRUSHED ANTIQUE | ABWBA

ARC AUSTRALIANA | ABWAUS

} }A TOTAL SOLUTION
At Premium Floors we don’t just offer a product, we offer a total solution. From floors to stair solutions, underlays and profiles,
Premium Floors’ range of products guarantees a perfect result every time.

Profiles

Prestige Profile end *
Size: 3400 x 45 x 14 mm

Prestige Profile border *
Size: 3400 x 27 x 7-18 mm

Prestige Profile universal *
Size: 3400 x 45 x 7-18 mm

Prestige Profile ramp *
Size: 3400 x 47 x 14-25 mm

Prestige Profile stair *
Size: 3400 x 21 x 14 mm

Prestige Profile H-trim *
Size: 3400 x 27 x 14 mm

Colours displayed are a limited selection deemed relevant for the ARC Bamboo range. The full Prestige profile range features a total of 14 colours. For more
details visit www.premiumfloors.com.au/accessories.
* These profiles are a stocked product in Australia. In New Zealand they are available as a special order.

Stair nose

SPW(-)

ARC Bamboo has its own range of stair
noses with a Uniclic® profile on one
edge.
Size: 1850 x 96 x 14 mm (25 mm bullnose)

Underlay

QSC-LAY20
QSC-LAY50

Quiet-Step is the recommended
underlay for ARC Bamboo: due to its
high density, Quiet-Step is able to retain
its characteristics and fulfill its purpose
without compromise.
1 roll - 20 or 50m2; thickness: 2mm

LENGTH: 1850 MM | WIDTH: 137 MM | THICKNESS: 14 MM | 1 BOX: ± 1.267M² (5 PLANKS)

NATURAL

CHAMPAGNE

ABWNAT

ABWCHAM

Semigloss

Semigloss

AUSTRALIANA

COFFEE

ABWAUS

ABWCOF

Semigloss

Semigloss

}}REAL WARRANTIES
Anybody can promise a lifelong warranty, but more
often than not, the delivery fails.
Premium Floors doesn’t just talk about giving you a
lifetime structural warranty, we are there when you need
us. With qualified representatives all over Australia and
New Zealand, Premium Floors offers full ground support no
matter where you live.
ARC Bamboo carries a comprehensive lifetime structural
warranty and a 25 year residential wear warranty*, so you
can enjoy your Bamboo floor with absolute peace of mind.
BRUSHED ANTIQUE
ABWBA
Low sheen
*Conditions apply. Please read the package inlay or
ask your retailer for more information.

}}A HEART FOR NATURE
With ARC Bamboo we like to show respect for our
natural environment. Bamboo is one of nature’s most
rapidly renewable resources. Bamboo grows into a
mature tree ready to harvest approximately every
6 years. All ARC Bamboo products are extremely
environmentally friendly.
As a company, Premium Floors makes continuous
efforts to minimise the ecological impacts of our
products and processes.
Every day, we seek new ways to recycle, reduce
and renew throughout the entire ARC Bamboo
manufacturing process.

WE USE CAREFULLY SCREENED RAW MATERIALS

Auckland

Tel.: (09) 476 0428
www.floorscape.co.nz

www.premiumfloors.com.au
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